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A Map Based on the Institutions, Asylums, Etc. Binder

Justin Veda, University of Akron, Department of Anthropology

My project is to create a map that displays the real life locations of the institutions pictured in our Institutions, Asylums, Etc. binder’s postcards and create a website that displays the information of the map and some of the information from Veronica Bagley’s project.

Here is the link to the website; the map is within the site:

https://institutionpostcards.wordpress.com/

Also, here is a direct link to the map:

https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/1/viewer?mid=1IYNxbfUwlwH4RHeCMohmsv2YQ8sp97-&ll=40.52096218044924%2C-83.66771795&z=6